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Abstract: Every language is assumed to be unique, structurally and
culturally. Taking this neo-Bloomfieldian assumption at the outset, this
paper first points out the inadequacy of sentence grammars for foreign
language teaching, Toward this end, the paper further argues for the
necessity of understanding linguistic and cultural relativity. Linguistic
relativity, or better known as the Sapir-whorf hypothesis, suggesis that
the way we perceive and categorize reality is partly determined by the
language we speak; and cultural relativity implies that verbalization of
concepts in a particular language is often culturally conditioned. As
related to the field of foreign language teaching, relativity across
languages and cultures presupposes contrastive analysis in a very broad
sense. Thus pointing out differences in language structures and cultural
conventions should lead students to better acquisition of linguistic and
cultural sensitivity.
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''ALL GRAMMARS LEAK''
The statement "All grammars leak" is a quotation from Edward sapir's
Language (p. 38), first publishedin 1921; and since then its predictive power
has been revealing. This section gives a brief overview of grammars and
points out how they leak. My approach in this section is both analytical and
historical, and the argument in this paper swings back and forth between
applied and theoretical linguistics. since modern linguistics as the
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Saussurean legacy is best defined as structuralism, a linguistic investigation
of culture is predominantly structural, methodoiogically as well as
technically.
Let us start with the Audiolingual Method (ALM). It was, in my
opinion, a perfect illustrative example of applied linguistics in the sense that
structuralisi scholars in the United States directly applied linguistic
principles in the field of foreign lang''rage teaching' The reader may recall
ih. 'fiu. slogans of the day," outlined during the early 1960s by one ALM
proponent William Moulton (see Rivers 1981 : 4l -3):
1. Language is sPeech, not writing'
2. A language is a set ofhabits.
3. Teach the language and not about the language'
4. A language iJwhat its native speakers say, not what someone thinks
they ought to say.
5. Languages are different.
Among these five slogans, four of them (i'e', nos' 1, 2, 4, 5) are
fundamental principles in American Structurai Linguistics; and only slogan
no. 3 is directly concerned with language teaching, Thus the ALM was
wholly confinei within the American Structuralism. Today, we often
mentiln the ALM with some regret, remembering that the excessive drilling
and pattern practice we did during the 1970s and early 1980s did not really
*ork out beyond the phonology of English. Then we started questioning
whether language is truly a set of habits. After all, Chomsky (1965: 6) says
that human language is fundamentally creative; and he rejects the
mechanistic stimulus-response-reinforcement chain believed then to be the
mental process of language acquisition.
In the early conception of Generative Grammar during the 1960s,
Chomsky pointed out that grammatical descriptions resulting from the
linguistic enterprise in American Structuralism lacked descriptive adequacy,
thai is, a complete and accurate description of a language under
investigation. In other words, the "grammar" in American Structuraiism
leaked. When the fundantental iinguistic assumptions of the ALM ieaked
and eventually collapsed, the ALM consequently fell apart.
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The rise of Generative Grammar with fascinating terms (such as
competence and performance, deep structure and surfaie structure) madeEFL scholars hopeful that the new school of linguistics would bring some
enlightenment to their field. In r 966 chomsky wis invited to the Northeast
Language Teachers'Association, with the hope that he would help set up a
better teaching methodology. But it turned out to be a big disapfointment.In a seven-page-long paper documented in the pro"J*aing,^ chomskl
presented a brief outline of Generative Grammar: ',the 'creatiie' aspect of
language use, the abstractness oflinguistic representation; the universality of
underlying linguistic structure; [and] the role of intrinsic organization in
cognitive processes" (p. 46). But he was skeptical about the silnificance of
linguistic insights for language teaching, *uying, "l would like io stress that
the implications of these [linguistic] ideas for language teaching are far from
clear to me" (p. 49).
lndeed, direct appiication of chomskyan linguistic theory in the field ofTEFL would not yield much benefit, because for chomsky language is a
mirror of the mind (1968: x). That is, language is a mental fact and a matter
of individual psychologr. This is quite contiary to the fact that in the EFL
classroom language is taught as a means of veibal communication. In this
context, Krashen's (1982) Monitor Theory may be considered to be the best
interpretation of chomskyan theory for the benefit of TESL/TEFL, Krashen
believes that the language acquisition device (LADFthe term was firstintroduced by chomsky in Aspects (1965)--does the processing of
comprehensible input into the so-called acquired competence. His
acquisition-learning hypothesis in the Monitor Theory is meani to prove that
"acquisition" and "learning" in L2 are distinct from each other; the former is
the L2 competence resulting from the LAD being exposed to natural
language use, whereas the latter is the resurt of formalieaching and learning.
while the validity of the acquisition-learning. clistinction is Jebatable, it is
obvious that Krashen's monitor theory is strongly mentalistic in nature, just
as chomsky's linguistic theory is also strongly mentalistic. Both theories try
to account for the nature of mental grammar or linguistic competence-L2
competence and L1 competence respectively.
Grammar is not something we learn, but it is the LAD naturallygrowing into competence as a result of its exposure to the surrounding
language input. In the latest development of the generative enterprise, thiLAD is better known as universal Grammar (UG), namely, "tLe set of
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linguistic principles we are endowed with at birth in virtue of being human"
iSmitn |Q99: 42). Like the older terms competence and performance, UG is
iqually or even more strongly appealing, not only to theoretical linguists but
atio tL some applied linguists. Lydia White's [Jniversal Grammar and
Second Language Acquisition is a good example of how the present
generative ttieory is used to describe and explain the nature of acquiring
grammatieal items amongL2leamers. The underlying assumption is that
iJG, *hi"h is believed to determine L1 acquisition, is still there in the part of
L2 learners and partly determines the course of L2 development'
Words of caveat: don't get too fascinated with UG. It deals mainly with
syntax. Thus, as related to TEFL, the problem with uG is that it is only
partly, and not wholly universal. UG is indeed a glorious name, but it will
n"u"i bring TEFL to glory. For the practical purposes ofTEFL (but not the
theoreticaiexplanation in SLA), UG not only leaks but is almost totally
inadequate.
Just as EFL scholars are not happy with generative theory, theoretical
linguists-especially those concerned with the study of language use or
language in context-are no less critical in their attitudes. It is no doubt that
the Chomskyan revolution has made unprecedented, remarkable progress in
syntax. Yet, interestingly, as noted by Lavandera (1988:1), it has also
indirectly brought about proliferation in the study oflanguage use'
It does not seem far-fetched to hotd Chomsky indirectly responsible for
the accelerated development in sociolinguistics and ethnolinguistics at the
end of the i960s and for the emphasis laid upon pragmatics and discourse
analysis in the rnici 1970s. Paradoxical as it may seem, his revival oi the
Sauisurean langue-parole dichotomy (under the name "competence" and
"performance"), and even more important, his assertion of the autonorny of
syntax, sparked renewed interest in the study oflanguage in its sociocultural
context.
The theoretical movement from context-free linguistics to the study of
language in its interpersonal and sociocultural context is on a par with the
pedagogical movement from structural to communicative approach. In fact
th. t.r* "communicative competence," becoming well-known later through
the adoption of Cornmunicati.re Approach in TEFL, was first proposed by
the American sociolinguist Dell Hymes (1972), as his strong reaction against
Chomsky's "linguistic competence." Linguistic competence, Hymes argues,
is nothing but grammatical competence which, together with discourse and
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sociolinguistic competence, constitutes communicative competence. This is
in accord with the fact that language is a sociocultural entity, first and
primarily designed as a means of communication.
Referring to "ethnolinguistics" (i.e., the study of language variation as
determined by the cultural values of a given speech community) in the
quotation above and to Edward Sapir, who said that "All grammars leak,', it
seems justifiable to me to conclude this section by outlining the well-known
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, the way we perceive
the world is partly determined by the language we speak. Or more clearly,
our native language partly determines our thought pattern. This is what is
calied "iinguistic relaiivity." It often goes hand in hand with "cultural
relativity," That is, culture,specific values are often revealed by means of
language-specific expressions. Both linguistic relativity and cultural
relativity constitute major topics in the following section.
LANGUAGE THE CULTURAL MIRROR
The title of this section is a slight modification of Chaika's book (1982),
Language the Social Mirror. The metaphoric use of "mirror" here suggests
the reflection of two things: (a) language, or more precisely language-
specific structures, as reflected in language-specific thought patterns, and (b)
culture-specific values as reflected in language-specific expressions. The
"mirror" metaphor here leads to formulating a 'neo-Bloomfieldian'
assumption: "Every language is unique, structurally and culturally." Below I
will discuss the two aspects of reflection above under the headings: (a)
linguistic relativity and thought patterns, and (b) cultural relativity and
language-specific expressions. It should be noted in passing, however, that
the distinction between the two topics is not always clear-cut, and therefore
tlrere may be some overlap covering parts of both domains.
l,inguistic Relativity and Thought Patterns
l'he notion that every language is structurally unique is best captured by
.lakobson (1959: 142), who states, "The true difference between languages is
not in what may or may not be expressed but in what must or must not be
currveyed." 'fhis statement is especially true as related to the cover term
"grammaticization," meaning realizing concepts as grammatical markers
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(Slobin 1996). The linguistic concept such as "plural" and the logical
concept such as "space" and "time" are explicitly grammaticized in English,
but not in Indonesian. Refening to unique structures in English, the reader is
certainly familiar with realizing the concepts "plural" and "time" as "plural
markers" and "tense." In the present context, owing to space limitation, only
the grammaticization of "space" is presented here as an illustrative example.
Spatial dimension is commonly expressed by means of prepositions or
particles, Speaking to someone up on a tree or down in a well, an Indonesian
would ask,
(1) Mengapa kamu di situ?
In English, however, the spatial dimension must be taken into account,
and hence the appropriate question would be
(2) What are you doing up there?
and
(3) What are you doing down there?
Notice the use of the particies "up" and "down" in both examples
showing the spatial dimension. In effect, the deletion of either particle in (2)
and (3) by Indonesian leamers of English would not result in
ungrammaticality, but it would make both sentences sound less English.
In his experiment "from pictures to narrative stories," Slobin (1996)
showed a picture (of a bird going out of a hole in a tree flying down) to
English and Spanish speakers. A speaker ofEnglish describes the picture as
follows:
(4) The bird flew down from out of the hole in a tree.
On the other hand, the description given by a Spanish speaker has the
following Engli sh equivalent:
(5) The bird exited of the hole of the tree flying toward below.
Notice that the four prepositions "down from out of'occurring in a row
in the English sentence are gone in the Spanish rendering. An Indonesian
translation of the sentence will be much closer to the Spanish than English
version.
(6) Burung itu keluar dari lubang pohon (dan) terbang merendah.
Idiomatic expressions in English such as come in, go out, get on, get off,
a inile awq/-, up and down the hill, bottom-up or top-down appraach, off
Broadway, and off offBroadway-all of these indicate that spatial dimension
gets explicitly grammaticized in English. In sum, spatial dimension is there
as reality in the outside world available for observation by speakers of
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English, Spanish, and Indonesian; and yet it is grammaticized only in
English.
English is also different from Indonesian in terms of syntactic
patterning. Let's take grammatical subject as an example. English is a
subject-prominent language, meaning that almost every sentence requires a
subject. On the contrary, in Indonesian, particularly in spoken discourse, a
subject may be deleted so long as it is recoverable from the context.
(7) When did you arrive?
(8) Kapan datang?
The obligatory subject you in (7) may optionally be deleted in (B), and
its reference is made possible by the conversationai context. For this reason,
the dummy (meaningless) subject there or the expletive (meaningless)
subject i/ must be there in an English sentence simply to fill up the subject-
prominence requirement.
(9) It's very easy to do this exercise.
(10) There is a nice painting in the living room.
Indonesian has no "meaningless" subjects, and therefore l/ in (9) and
there in (10) have zero equivalents.
(11) Mudah sekali mengerjakan latihan ini.
(12) Ada lukisan bagus di ruong tamu.
Additional examples can be seen in parts of the poem "Pelarian," by
Chairil Anwar, given in Table I along with its English translation,
"Fugitive," by Burton Raffel (1993: 14-5), as a comparison showing strong
contrast in subject prominence within two languages. Poetry translation
means carrying over the poetic meaning and fonn, if possible, from the
target language to the source language. In the present context, the source
language is Indonesian and the target language is English. With respect to
language form, the translation has to obey the grammatical rules inherent in
the target language (English), one of them being the rule of subrject
prominence.
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Table 1. The poem 
" Pelarian" and its English translation t'Fugitive,'
"Pelarian" "Fugitive"
Tak tertahan lagi
remang miang sengketa di sini
Dalam lari
Dihempaskannya pintu keras tak
berhingga
Hancur-luluh sepi seketika
Dan paduan dua jiwa
Enough! He can't stand
this fierce, yearning fightl
He runs out,
slamming the door behind him
Silence (and the oneness oftwo hearts)
is suddenly smashed
Notice that in the first couplet in Indonesian, the sentence has neither
grammatical nor logical subject; but in its English translation fle comes out
prorninently both as a grummatical and logical subject. In the second couplet
in Indonesian, the grammatical subject is pintu and the logical subject is -
nya, and the dr-Verb-nya is fronted to the beginning of the sentence,
preceding the grammatical subject pintu. In contrast, He in the translation
stands out both as the grammatical and logical subject. In the third couplet,
the compound grammatical and logical subject (sepi and paduan dua jiwa) is
preceded by the predicate hancur luluh. In the translation, the compound
subject is fronted and becomes more prominent. Briefly, in English, subject
stands prominent: it shows up explicitly in the sentence and takes a
prominent position in terms of word order.
To recapitulate, different structures across languages manifest
themselves in unequal grammaticization and syntactic patterning. Both of
these structural aspects may probably be considered as truly language-
specific phenomena, and they are apparently inciependent of culture-specitic
conditioning. If their origin is at all explicable, it rnust be traced through the
historical development of the individual language. The pedagogical
implication of unequal grammaticization and syntactic patteming is that
Indonesian learners of English need to keep on practicing "thinking in
English" while learning this foreign language.
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Cultural Relativity and Language-specific Expressions.
In discussing the relationship between language and culture, most
scholars in TEFL would agree with the widely accepted view that language
exists in culture and that cultural values express themselves, among other
things, by rneans of language. It is this vierv that relates cultural relativify
with lingrristic relativity. At the theoretical level, the recent re-emergence of
linguistic relativity can be seen as a reaction against excessive formalism in
linguistic universality, particularly as advocated by the chomskyan school
(see, e.g., Becker 1995 and Duranti 1997). When it goes too far, formalism
no longer serves as a device for linguistic analysis; but rather it gives
students of language a strong impression: formalism for the sake of
formalism. At the analytical level, culture-specific items or values may be
expressed at the word level or alternatively at the discourse level. For the
former, I propose the term "culture-specific lexicalization," and for the latter
"culturally conditioned verbalization."
C alt ur e - S p e c ifi c L e xi c alizat io n
Whereas "to gammaticize" means to put a concept into a grammatical
marker, "to lexicalize" means to put a concept into words. When
lexicalization occurs in one particular culture but not in another, we obtain
"culture-specific lexicalization." To illustrate, let's take the word "rice" in
English, which may occur as the same word in sentences (13).
(13) a. The farmers plantrice.
b. After the harvest, they dry the rice.
c. We buy rice at the supermarket.
d. He had rice and fish for breakfast.
I contrast, the concept contained in the word "rice" in each of the
English sentences above is given a different iexicalization in Indonesian.
Q\ a. Para petani menanam padi di sawah.
b. Setelah panen, mereka mengeringkan gabah.
c. Kiia membeli beras di pasar swalayan,
d. Dia makan nasi dan ikan untuk sarapan.
Why does English have only one word (i,e., rice) as an equivalent of
fbur different words (i.e., padi, gabah, beras, nasi) in Indonesian? This is
probably because the object is socio-psychologically distant in English
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culture but intimate in Indonesian culture. That is, rice grows in the tropic,
and in Indonesia it serves as staple food. The old linguistic tale that the
Eskimo have numerous words for different types of 'snow' and the Arabs
have numerous words for different types of 'sand'is also explicable in terms
of socio-psychological intimacy.
in comparison, English-speaking people mostly belong to advanced in-
dustrial society. So the Indonesian noun cara has five equivalents in English:
"*uy," "manner," "method," "mechanism," and "technique"-1he last three
being part of scientific jargon. The present-day Indonesian words metode,
mekanisme, and teknik indicate that, if we want to keep the meanings of the
English words intact, we can do nothing but "borrow" those words from
English. Similarly, the verb meramal in Indonesian may be translated into
"foretell," "predict," or "forecast"-the last two reflecting progress in sci-
ence and technology. All of the examples given to this point show that the
way people perceive the world is in part determined by the culture they live
in.
Different ways of lexicalization may also peftain to a cultural value
such as politeness. It is true that "politeness" is a universal cultural concept
which exists in every culture. However, in verbal communication across
languages politeness may be lexicalized differently. Take the second
pronclminal as an example. In Modern English it is lexicalized as "you." In
contrast, tlre Indoncsian pronominal may range from kamu, engkau, Anda,Io
tlre scconci pronoun substitutes such as Saudara, Bapak/Ibu (+ proper name),
Ahung/Kukak or llung/Kat (+ proper name), up to the zero pronoun. In
actrnl vcrbul cclrnnrunication, a speaker of fndonesian has to choose one
ilnlong thc availablc second pronominals or its substitutes as required bythe
politcness rulcs governing language use. These politeness rules are
dctermined by sociocultural factors such as age, gender, social status,
educational/economic/religious background, and distance or intimacy
(Fludson 1980: l3). Consider the following short message service (sms) sent
to me by an 52 student at the PPS UM.
(15) Excuse me, Sir. Can I see Pak Effendi today?
When read out of context, the terms of address "Sir" and "Pak Effendi"
in sentence (i5) would refer to two different persons-\,vhich is of course not
the meaning intended by the student who wants to see me. Obviously, this is
an example of sociopragmatic transfer; and the sentence is a direct
translation ofthe Indonesian sentence in (16),
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(16) Maaf, Pak. Dapatkah saya menemui Pak Effendi hari ini?
In this sentence the pronominal substitute Pak Effindi could not be
replaced by kamu or even Anda, without causing some offense to the
addressee.
To summarize, different ways of lexicalization may be due (a) to
relative socio-psychological distance toward a particular object, or (b) to
politeness penetrating parl of the lexis. In the lexical paradigm, as shown in
Figure 1, the former is best represented as horizontal sub-divisions and the
latter as vertical sub-divisions. Both (a) and (b) may be termed as "unequal
lexicalization." Errors in lexical choice made by L2 learners related to (a)
would result in "queer expressions," such as *menanam beras (instead of
menanam padi) or *weather prediction (instead of weather forecast). On the
contrary, errors related to (b) would cause offense to the addressee. In my
own personal experience, when I was addressed as kamu by an American
student learning Indonesian as in (17)
(17) Sudah lama kamu di Hawaii?
I was shocked and felt offended. But then the offense subsided as soon
as I realized that he was an L2 learner of Indonesian at the elementary level,
and by then he had not acquired the rules of politeness goveming the use of
second pronominals in Indonesian.
lndonesian English
A
rlcePadi gabah
A
meramal foretell forecast predict
2nn pronominal 2nd nronominal
4 I kamu youA2 engkau
A3 Anda
2"'l p1gno4lnal substitutes
BI Sauduru
A1A3A2AI
beras nast
A2AI A3
t2
Ii-]
Bane/Kak (+ name)
llapaHlbu (+ name)
zrr(, [Lonoun
liigurc L Examples of Unequal Cross-Linguistic Lexicalization
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It should be kept in mind that illustrative examples presented and
discussed in this section constitute only part of unequai lexiialization, and
hence part of the common problems in the lexical area for L2 learners.
other issues related to unequal lexicalization in Indonesian and English may
include collocation and idiomaticity. However, since the major concern of
this section is culture-specific lexicalization, other lexical issues not directly
related io cuitural relativity are set aside, so that the present paper may stay
focused on the topic under investigation.
C alt urally C o n ditio n e d Ve r b alizat ion
Just as "politeness" is a universal culturar notion, so are the ,,belief inGod" and "apology." This section serects these two cultural concepts and
presents them in order. Humans are religious beings in the sense that most of
them cannot help believing in metaphysics or the iupernatural. The belief in
God or Gods and Goddesses as supreme Beings is Common across cultures.
Here I will not talk about how different religions formally express this
common belief by way of different doctrines. But I will point out how
different cultures evoke their beriefs in God as seen in people's daily,
mundane activities, more specifically in their verbal activities.
A quick observation on public speeches given in bahasa Indonesia will
reveal that most speakers begin their speech with the following utterances:(18) a. Assalamu alaikum warqhmatullahi wa barakatuh, followed byb. Salam sejahtera bagi kita semua.
utterance (18.a) means "May peace, Allah's mercy and blessings be
upon you all," and utterance (18.b) means "May peace and blessings be*upon
you all." Both utterances remind us that the basic philosophy of thi nation isPancasila, where belief in God the Almighty one constitutes the firstprinciple. Therefore, as part of the cultural convention ,God is almost always
there' in the public speech. The Arabic salaam in ( I g.a) usually suggests that
the speaker is a Moslem, and utterance (1g.b) implies that he is"willing to
share the beliefs ofpeople in the audience adhering to other religions. Just as
the public speech opens up with salaam, it also ends itself withTaham. *iliin connection with Pancasila, officiar ceremonies are always closed withdoa, prayers to the Almighty God pleading for His blessings on all those
present and the state of affairs at hand. Thus solaam in forrial or informal
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public speeches and doa as a 'closing statement' in official ceremonies are
examples of how the belief in God is verbalized in public life. Speakers of
English learning Indonesian should be familiar with this religious
verbalization, which has no equivalent in English culture.
In Indonesian sociocultural life, the 'divine presence' has become so
deeply rooted in orality that any public speech, both formal and informal,
usually begins with "Praise be to the Lord ..." Inlndonesian colleges and
universities, for example, a formal speech by the rector on the
commencement or graduation day always begins with "Praise be to the Lord
..." ln fact, every booklet of pidato pengukuhan gurubesar (inaugural
adciress for professorship) aiso begins with "Praise be to the Lorci ..." In this
context, it is interesting to note how the 'divine presence' jumps-borrowing
the terms introduced by Walter Ong (1982)-from orality to literacy. The
professorship inaugural address lies in between orality and literacy, because
it is an academic ciiscourse (and hence part of iiteracy); bui it is to be
delivered as a formal, ceremonial speech (and hence part of orality).
Moving farther and deeper into the domain of literacy, it is interesting
to note that the 'divine presence' or "Praise be to the Lord ..." also goes
ineluctably into the magister theses and doctoral dissertations, in spite of the
fact that they are full-fledged scholarly works. A small library research
(conducted prior to writing this paper) on "Praise be to the Lord ..." in the
"Acknowledgments" in the theses and dissertations written by students at the
Study Programs of Indonesian and English Education, at the Post-Graduate
School (PPS), State University of Malang (UM) yields the results summed
Lrp in Table 2.
l'able 2. Fercentages of 'Divine Presencet in Scholarly Works by Post-Graduate
Students
Written in Indonesian Written in EnglishType of
Scholarly Work No. of 'Divine Presence' No. of 'Divine Presence'Copies yes o/o no % Copies yes %no
lvlagister Thesis l0 l0 100 0 0 l5 12
Doctoral
f.)isscrtations l5r0 l0 100 0 0 26.7 I I 73.3
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Before collecting the data, I had three assumptions in mind. First, the
'divine presencer or "Praise be to the Lord ..." may probably be there in the
"Acknowledgment" in the theses and dissertations written by students at the
Study Program of Indonesian Education, since commonly it is part of the
indonesian cultural conventions. Second, the'divine presence' may possibly
be there in the "Acknowledgment" in the magister theses written by students
at the study Program of English Education-as a form of cultural transfer,
since they still lack sensitivity to conventions in English culture. (That is, the
'divine presence' is never to be found there interfering the secular nature of
scholarly works.) Third, the'divine presence' may probably not be there in
the "Acknowledgment" in the doctoral disserlations written by students at
the Study Program of English Education, since they have supposedly
become sensitive enough to conventions in English culture.
As for data collection, the magister theses-written both in Indonesian
and English-were picked up from the rows at random by 5, starting from
the latest theses available in the PPS uM library. Thus among the last 50
theses written in Indonesian and the last 75 theses written in English, the
researcher picked up theses placed nos. 5, 10, 15, ... etc. Then he checked
whether or not "Praise be to the Lord ..." is there in each "Acknowledgment"
However, while planning to do the same data-collection technique for
"Acknowledgments" in the dissertations, they were not placed in rows but
scattered in different shelves. so, the researcher decided to pick up any 10
among the latest dissertations written in Indonesian, and any l5 among the
latest dissertations written in English. The limitation of l0 theses and l0
dissertations written in Indonesian is related to the first assumption above,
and the expansion to 15 theses and 15 dissertations written in English is
related to the second and third assumptions respectively.
As shown in Table 2, the first assumption proves to be 100% true. That
is, all acknowledgments in the theses and dissertations written by students at
the Study Program of Indonesian Education begin with "praise be to the
Lord ...," of course with different ways of wording. The second assumption
is 809i true. That is, among 15 acknowledgments in the theses written by
students at the study Program of English Education, 12 or 80yo of them
begin wiih "Praise be to the Lord..." Finaily, the thircl assumption turns out
to be 73.3o/o true. That is, among 15 acknowledgments in the dissertations
written by students at the study Program of English Education, ll or 73.3 %o
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of them do not include "Praise be to the Lord ..."; only 4 or 26.70/o of them
do.
To illustrate how the 'divine presence' comes down to interfere with
scholarly works, below are one quotation from a thesis and two quotations
from dissertations written in English.
(19) "First of all, I realize that this thesis would not have been
completed without the blessing of God. I am so grateful to Jesus
Christ, my God and my Savior, for His blessings and guidance that
enabled me to finish writing this thesis" (Manoppo, 2004: iii).
(20) "Alhamdulillahi rabbil 'alamiin. All praises and gratitude be to
Allah, Lord of the'Alamiin It is entirely because of Allah that I
was able to finish writing this dissertation draft entitled " ... " On
this occasion, I would like to express my gratitude to a number of
people who, because of Allah, have helped me, directly as well as
inciirectly, go tkough my study in the doctorai program of the
English Education Department, PPS UM" (Raja,2003: xvii).
(21) "What has been existed [slc] in this dissertation is with the
permission of the Lord of Universe. It is therefore to Allah SWT
whom I, first of all, have to express my Thanks. Secondly, love and
my prayers are hopefully expressed to our beloved Muhammad
SAW, his family and companions" (Susilo 2004: 10).
The three quotations above, as noted earlier, are examples of cultural
interference, While writing in English, the writers bring along with them part
of the lndonesian cultural conventions. Moreover, quotation (19) tells us that
the writer is a Christian; and quotations (20) and (21) tell us that the writers
are Moslems. In fact, quotations (20) and (21) clearly indicate carrying over
iln aspect of orality into literacy. In social gatherings among the Moslems in
Indonesia, it is very common for a speaker to begin his speech with puji
.svukur ('praise be to the Lord') and shalawat dan salam ('blessings be upon
tlre Prophet Muhammad')-which are obviously transferred in quotation
(21). In quotation (20), the puji syukur is made very explicit through direct
citirtiorr crf the Arabic wording, Alhamdulillahi rabbil 'alamiin ('Praise be to
Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.)
Anecdotal accounts will shed more light on this issue of cultural
transfbr. In the second semester of the 20A2-03 academic year, I taught
crthnolinguistics. 'fwo fbreign students, one fiom Germany and the other
lionr Holland, sat in {br the coursc. When we came to the topic "religion and
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academic discourse," I brought in a research report in Indonesian. Thepreface begins with "Puji syukur kami panjatkai kepada Allah swr ..."
when I translated this into "praise be to Allah, the Almighty Lord ..." and
asked for their comrnents, both of them said, ,'It sounds u"-ry rt.ung." in this
context. "what if it were in German or in Dutch?" I asked further. ihey said,
"It would be equally strange."
closely related to the supernatural vs. worldly affairs are.cross-cultural
differences with regard to the belief in predestination in Indonesian culture
vs. reference to earthly facts in English culture. The following data are from
a colleague at the English Department, state university of Malang. upon
asking students at the sl and s2 programs a question about their marital
status, she occasionally obtains an 'interesting' answer as follows:(22) Instructor : Are you married?Student : Not yet.
Similarly, her question about having children, directed to married
students, also obtains the same ,interesting' answer.
(23) Instructor : Do you have children?Student : Not yet.
In Indonesian culture, getting married and having children are taken
both as earthly facts and divine providence. so, saying,rNo,, as a response to
the question in (22) and (23) sounds like srandingin ihe way againsi the up-
coming but unknown destiny; who knows, God wilt make nre rieet my ,soul
mate' soon; who knows, God wirl give us a child soon. By compariion, inEnglish culture, getting married and having children are simpiy worldly
facts. 
_Thus, the equivalenr conventional answer to the questlon ln e2) i's
"No, I'm single," and to the question in (23) is o,No,,, or ,,No, we,re stilltryingi'if the couple really want to have children. Notice that the Indonesian
equivalent of "No, we're still trying" is "Belum, Tuhan belum memberi,,
f-t{9, God has not given [us a chirci] yet). In brief, the lndonesian answer
"Not yet" is a reflection of people's beiief in the divine intervention withhuman affairs, whereas the English answer ,,No,' is simply a reference to a
worldly fact.
To sum up, sacred and mundane affairs are closery interrerated in Indo-
nesian culture' but they are crearry separated in wesiern curture. Moving
ahead, let's ta.lk about "aporogy." Apology is another universal notion, sincein every culture someone who has made- a grave error is obliged to aporo-gize. In the Indonesian context, however, upotogy takes place in wider social
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domains than it does in the western context. Ending a speech, one would be
likely to say,
{24) Kurang-lebihnya saya mohon maaf .
Just like giving thanks, sentence (2a) is of course translatable verbally
into
(25) Should there be any mistakes, I apologize ...
But, the convention in English never allows an aporogy to end a public
speech, and hence it is rejected culturally. For the same reason, the well
known saying in a lebaran card:
(26) Selamat ldul Fitri. Mohon Maaf Lahir dan Batin
is only partly translatable, and hence
(27) Happy Eid.
The apology part is culturally untranslatable, although verbally it is.(28) *My apology for the outer errors and inner sins.
Even in the Arab countries, ftom which Isiarn originated, people say to
each other Eid Muba;rak (Happy Eid) only, even though, linguistically
speaking, Mohon Maaf Lahir dan Batin may well be translated into(29) 'Afwan minfadhlikum dha:hiran wa ba;thinan.
while this saying in Arabic sounds idiomatic enough, the Arabs do not
say so-because it is not part of their cultural convention.
To end this discussion on apology, the following quotation from Erring-
ton (1985) is of special interest. In his book Language and social change in
./ava,he ends the preface with the following paragraph.
(30) To the many others to whom I am obliged, but cannot name here,
and to those who do not wish to be named here, my thanks. Ma_
nawi wonten kalepatan salebeting karangan punika, kula nyuwun
pangapunten.
Vcrbally, the Javanese sentence would be translatable into(31) *Should there be any mistakes in this book, I apologize (to the
reader).
Why does Errington end his preface with an apology in Javanese?
lJecause it is both culturally and linguistically permissible. should the
.lavanese sentence in (30) be replaced by the English sentence in (3 r ),
western readers would be horrified. In ending the preface in a Javanese way,
lirrington has been successful in placing a.lavanese cultural value within thc
conlcxt ol western academic convention. In addition, this seems to bc onc
l)est way of how a researchcr in anthropological linguistics shoLrld appreciatc
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his research subjects. Errington's work is thus a fine example in which
cultural conventions of West and East can meet.
As an addendum to this section, I would like to present Indonesian and
English wedding invitations (Figures 2a.,2,b, and 3). Figure 2.b is a literal
English translation for the wedding invitation in Indonesian, provided for
readers unfamiliar with the Indonesian language. A quick look at figures 2.a
and 3 will reveal the following. First, the wedding invitation in Indonesian
sounds strongly religious, notably Islamic, as shown by the phrases
Bismillaahirrahmaanirrahiem (rn the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most
Merciful), Dengan memoh.on rahmat serta ridha Allah swr (By the grace
and blessing of Ailah the Almighty) and insya Attah (if Allah wills-this is
deleted in the literal translation). In contrast, the wedding invitation in
English shows very little religiosity, if at all, namely by the mention of
cibunul church as the venue. Secondly, in the Indonesian wedding
invitation, the hosts, together with the bridal couple, come down late at the
bottom; but in the English wedding invitation the hosts stand out
prominently at the top. At this point, the reader may recall the rule of subject
prominence in English, but not in Indonesian (discussed earlier in section
II.A, Linguistic Relativity and rhought patterns.) Shortened into sentential
paraphrases, the Indonesian wedding invitation would read "you are invited
to the wedding reception by us," but the English wedding invitation would
read "we invite you to the wedding reception." In other words, both
wedding invitations are, linguistically speaking, discoursal projections of
sentential structures in bolh languages. In this regard, passive as a means of
showing politeness Iooks obvious in lndonesian culture, whereas active as a
means of showing responsibility looks obvious in English culture. To push
further, the subject is often literally and metaphorically suppressed in a
collectivistic society; but it is required to stand out prominently in an
individualistic society. Taking the first person singular as a contrastive
example is of particular interest: saya in Indonesian was derived from old
Malay sahaya, meaning 'slave,' whereas 1in English is much like a 'king,' for
its unfailing dominant presence-regardless of its syntactie position-via the
capital letter "1."
B is m il la ahi rra hmaanirr ahie m
Dengan memohon rahmat serta ridha Allah SI(T kami bermaksud
me nye le n gga ra ka n syukura n pe r ni ka ha n p utr a-pu tr i kam i,
yang insya Allah akan diselenggarakon pada;
Hari Minggu, 2l September 2003
Pukul 1 1.00 - 14.00 WIB
Bertempat di Ji. Danau Singkarak 07F No. 23
Sawojajar, Malang
Merupakan suatu kehormatan dan kebahagiaan tersendiri
ba g i ka m i apa bila Bapal</l hu/Saudara/i
berkenan hadir untuk memberikan do'a restu kepada kedua mempelai_
Keluarga
Edy Suhardi
Keluarga
dr. P. Y. Survoprabowo
Vita & Yohan
Figure 2.a. Wedding Invitation in Indonesian
ln lhe name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful
By the grace and blesstng of Allah the Almighty, we intend
to hove a wedding reception for our children on:
Monday, 2lst ofSeptember 2003
ur I 1.00 a.m. - 14.00 p.m.
on Jl. Danau Singkarak G7 F No. 23
Sawojajar, Malang
It would be an honor and happinessfor us
i/ you would be willing
lo he presenl and give blessings on the bridal couple.
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Family of
dr. P. Y. Surltoprahowo
Family of
Edy Suhardi
Yila & Yohan
lilgrrrc 2.b. Literal [nglish rranslation of the Indonesian wedding Invitation
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Mrs. Melinova Sapoetra & Mr. Soemardi Sapoetra
togelher with
Mrs. Donna Rolins & Mr. George Rollins
Request the honor ofyour presence
at the marriage of their children
Lydia Sapoetrd
to
Trevor Rollins
On llednesday the sixth of October
two thousand andfour
nine thirty in the morning
at Cibunul Church
Van de Venter Eleyenth
Bandung Indonesia
Figure 3. Wedding Invitation in English
To summarize, in Indonesian culture humans cannot stay away from the
divine, and apologetic as weil as passive attitudes are encouraged so as to
preserve the spirit of collectivism. In contrast, in English culture human
affairs are mostly secular, and assertive attitudes as well as active
participation are encouraged so as to keep reviving lhe elan vital af
individualism. Thus learning the English language means also learning
English culture, for bilingualism by definition includes biculturalism, albeit
largely but never totally.
CONCLUSION: TEFL-LINGUISTICS ACROSS CULTURES
"There is nothing new under the sun," and I believe it. In fact, I practice
it: this paper is my plagiarism in its best. The first part of the paper is a direct
quotation from Sapir (1921), the second part a modification of Chaika
(1982), and the last part a verbatim citation ofLado (1957). The gist ofthe
matter is this: the same object viewed from different perspectives may give a
novel picture, a new significance, and an added value. Linguistic relativity
was once defined by Martin Joos (1957: 96) as follows: "languages could
differ from each other without limit and in unpredictable ways." He pushed
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the principle of relativity too far, making linguistics lose its generality. Then
Chomsky (1965) came to the stage and revived the old idea of universal
grammar. But as the generative enterprise has lately become more and more
theory-driven, his principle of universality is carried away by excessive
formalism, making human language lose its lively human nature. So the
recent re-emergence of linguistic relativity is in part driven by extreme
formalism in linguistic theory which gives too much emphasis on
universality.
"The middle way is golden," and I believe it. In my opinion,
universality and relativity in linguistics are much like the north and south
poles; one couici never exist withoui the presence of the o'rher. Accorciing to
the principle of universality, human languages are essentially the same; but
according to the principle of relativity, every human language is unique,
structurally as well as culturally. The two principles may sound
contradictory, but they are noi. The universal principle provides general
parameters available in all languages; and the relative principle shows how
each of these parameters varies across languages. At the phonemic level, for
cxample, all languages have consonants and vowels. However, English has
22 consonants and 12 vowels, whereas Indonesian has 20 consonants and 6
vowels. At the morphemic level, complex words consist of free and bound
rnorphemes or affixes. English has only prefixes and suffrxes, but lndonesian
Iras prefixes, suffixes, some infixes, and simulfixes. At the syntactic level,
overy structure of modification consists of head and modifier. Nevertheless,
irr llnglish a one-word modifier usually precedes the head while in
lrrrlonesian the head commonly precedes the modifier. AII these examples
clcarly underline the surviving validity of contrastive analysis outlined by
lrries (1945) and Lado (1964).
But Lado moves further: Linguistics across Cultures. All the topics
prcrsented and discussed in part II of this paper go back to the old notions
lritlden in Lado's 1957 proposal: linguistic relativity and cultural relativity.()r, if you wish, they may go back to the much older Saussurean ideas: the
rrrbitrary nature of signified and signifier, or concept and sound image, or
rrrorc: l'amiliariy meaning and form, The concepts such as "time" and "space"
rrlc tlrere in the collective mind of English and Indonesian speakers; but only
nr Iinglish these concepts are grammaticized. Politeness in verbal
cornnrunication is a universal concept, but how it is lexicalized may differ
lirrrn onc language to another, as shown by different forms of the second
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pronominal in English and lndonesian. Thus grammaticization and
lexicalization themselves are universal processes of putting meaning into
form. But if these processes yield different forms across languages, they
constitute parts of linguistic relativity.
Moving deeper into the culture, religiosity is no doubt a cultural
universal. But the sociocultural context in which the divine is explicitly
verbalized may differ from one culture to another. When "Praise be to the
Lord..." goes into a scholarly work in English, there is nothing wrong
linguistically; but it sounds very strange culturally. This is an example of
negative cultural transfer. Similarly, apology is a universal cultural concept.
But, much like religiosity, its verbalization is culturally determined. If it is
verbalized beyond the confines of cultural conventions, it may also result in
negative transfer. Since the domains for religiosity and apology in
Indonesian culture are wider than those in English culture, negative transfer
is expected to occur in Indonesian learners' spoken or written English. At
this point, it is obvious that I am repeating Lado's Contrastive Analysis
Hypothesis, now projected into wider areas of macro-linguistics.
For the purpose of enhancing TEFL in Indonesia, I agree with the
advocates who state that there is no best method for TEFL. Therefore,
following Hammerly (1982: 24-5),I suggest picking up eclecticism, or more
accurately enlightened eclecticism, in TEFL. That is, picking up what is
best from the theories and methods we are truly familiar with for the
practical purpose of solving the teaching problems at hand. Learning from
American Structuralism that "language is primarily speech,', we give our
students sufficient drilling to help them acquire good pronunciation.
Learning from Generative Grammar that "language is fundamentally
creative," and from Krashen's that "only comprehensible input may become
intake," we help our students develop their L2 competence by exposing them
as much as we can to comprehensible input used in a natural setting.
Learning from Hymes (1972) about communicative competence, we train
our students-by way of communicative approach-to produce utterances
which are grammatically correct, pragmaticatly and sociolinguistically
appropriate, and strategically effective. Moreover, sociolinguists tell us that
"ianguage is a mirror of the society," and anihropological linguists teli us
that "language is a mirror of the culture." Incorporating both metaphors(i.e., language as a social and cultural mirror) into the CCU class, we help
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our students become truly aware of cross-cultural distinctions and fully
realize the importance of acquiring cultural sensitivity in an EFL setting.
In conclusion, we EFL teachers aim to produce students who have an
excellent command of English-fluent in speech, well-versed in grammar, at
ease in communication, and feeling at home in the EFL cultural
surroundings. A generation ago, when radio was a rarity and TV was a
luxury, talking about ccu was much like building castles in the air. But
today, as the information technology has become more accessible and the
world is becoming smaller and smaller, crossing cultural bariers is no
longer a big problem. Hence, our attempts to make the best use of linguistic
and cuitural relaiivity as a gateway towarci bilinguaiism ancj bicuituralism
should move closer to reaching the hearl of the foreign language culture.
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